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Abstract: The 1955 UN-sponsored Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ener-
gy quickly became a symbol for the re-establishment of international scientific cooperation 
and knowledge-exchange. It was the first large-scale meeting attended by Soviet atomic energy 
specialists – so called atomshchiki – after years of isolation. Starting from this vast gathering, 
this article examines the limited internationalization of Soviet nuclear science, stressing the 
importance of personal encounters of and direct contacts between scientists from both sides 
of the Iron Curtain. Focusing on the role of the Soviet Academy of Sciences as one of the most 
influential institutions within the creation and negotiation of border-crossing relationships re-
garding nonmilitary uses of atomic energy, it provides insights into the growing international 
entanglements of Soviet nuclear research. The establishment of an International Atomic En-
ergy Agency in 1957 marked yet another milestone in this process. One of the Agency’s main 
purposes was to provide a diplomatic platform for the discussion of problems posed by the 
nuclear age. By analyzing professional contacts of Soviet scientists and science administrators 
with their Western counterparts, this article shows how they sought acknowledgment both 
from an international scientific community and from the Party and state authorities. Referring 
to an atmosphere of mutual understanding experienced during a total of four major atomic 
energy conferences in Geneva between 1955 and 1971, Soviet atomshchiki did much to foster 
knowledge exchange across the Iron Curtain and to establish channels of communication to the 
West which remained open even in times of growing political tensions.
Keywords: Soviet Union – UNO – International Conference – Nuclear power – Scientific rela-
tions – 1950ies – 1960ies – 1970ies

Introduction

Relationships across the political and ideological boundaries of the Cold War were of-
ten shaped by a distinctive combination of competition, conflict and cooperation.1 This 
is especially true of science diplomacy around the so-called “peaceful uses” of atomic 

* Last updated on 5 December 2017.
1 Gestwa/Rohdewald Verflechtungsstudien.
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21The Nuclear Spirit of Geneva

energy.2 The late 1950s saw the steady expansion of what was at first a limited exchange of 
ideas and visits between Soviet scientists and their West European and American coun-
terparts,3 notably thanks to the pacific and productive atmosphere generally felt to have 
been created by the United Nations Conferences on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. 
This paper follows Soviet actors through this time of development and institutional-
ization of international relationships among nuclear scientists. It emphasizes the im-
portance of frequent face-to-face meetings,4 arguing that direct contacts with Western 
peers – even at times of political conflict – were crucial to Soviet scientists not only in 
maintaining their newly won place in the international scientific community but – more 
important – in enhancing their position at home. Geneva can thus be seen not only as a 
site of scientific-technological competition, but also as the birthplace of a transnation-
al network lobbying for nuclear science and technology.5 This network allowed scien-
tists, engineers and administrators to discuss non-military atomic energy development 
across the divide between the blocs, and their consensus on the future role of nuclear 
power was in turn used to convince policy makers in the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) to promote atomic science and its applications.

International relationships in science have long been a topic in the history of sciences 
and in diplomatic and cultural history. However, while some research has been done on 
scientists and nuclear disarmament, the contacts, networks and knowledge-exchange 
around the benign uses of nuclear energy have not yet attracted much attention.6 And 
while there have been several studies of postwar scientific internationalism, most have 
dealt primarily with scientists living and working in the United States.7 Soviet scientists 
do make an appearance in studies of the institutionalized networks based on interna-
tional organizations or more informal fora such as the Pugwash Conferences on Science 
and World Affairs,8 but the historiography of Cold War international relations in the 
sciences remains asymmetrical, and often focused on the West-to-East movement of 
knowledge, personnel and technology, as Martin Aust pointed out.9 Historians of the 
nuclear age have emphasized the importance of the direct contacts established under 

2 I use “science diplomacy“ as an umbrella term to designate a range of complex processes involving gov-
ernments, international organizations, academia and other social actors. For discussion of the concept see 
Fähnrich Science Diplomacy: Investigating the Perspective of Scholars on Politics-Science Collabora-
tion in International Affairs; Weiss How Do Science and Technology Affect International Affairs?

3 Hollings Scientific Communication Across the Iron Curtain, p. 30; Richmond Cultural Exchange and 
the Cold War, p. 15.

4 For the importance of face-to-face contact at scientific conferences as means of building trust see 
Krementsov International Science Between the World Wars, p. 6.

5 On the benefits and limitations of transnational perspectives on the history of Soviet science see David- 
Fox The Implications of Transnationalism; further discussion can be found in a recent Kritika editorial: 
Across and Beyond. Rethinking Transnational History, in: Kritika 17 (2016), 4, pp. 715–720.

6 A notable exception is Orlova Kontakty tret’ej stepeni.
7 Manzione “Amusing and Amazing and Practical and Military”; Wunderle Experten im Kalten Krieg; 

Hewlett/Holl Atoms for Peace and War.
8 Evangelista Unarmed Forces; Kubbig Kommunikatoren im Kalten Krieg; Rotblat Pugwash; Evan-

gelista Transnational Organizations and the Cold War; Barth Catalysts of Change. Wittner Resist-
ing the Bomb; Klein Atomic Scientists and Disarmament.

9 Aust Russland und die Sowjetunion in der Globalgeschichte.
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fabian lüscher22

the auspices of the Atoms for Peace program, the first Geneva Conference and the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).10 And in studies of Soviet nuclear history, as 
in the recollections of Soviet delegates, Geneva is regularly mentioned as playing a key 
role in Soviet scientists’ regaining their place in the international scientific community.11 
Nonetheless, while all recent studies of Soviet nuclear history have indicated the impor-
tance of East-West networks, little attention has been given to their actual operation. 
The goal of this article is to show how Soviet atomshchiki crossed boundaries between 
ideological blocs and social fields in pursuing their sometimes conflicting goals – the 
re-establishment of international community among atomic scientists, the promotion 
of Soviet nuclear policy on the international stage, and lobbying domestically for fur-
ther investment in nuclear energy research and development.12 Here, the crossing of 
boundaries means not just traveling from one state to another, but also negotiating the 
differences between the political and scientific spheres and between opposed ideologi-
cal contexts. Operating in such different areas as science diplomacy, policy advice, pub-
lic relations and actual research demanded a great deal of flexibility from the scientists 
and scientific administrators involved.

Exploiting the archives of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and hitherto more-or-less 
neglected documentation held in the archives of the IAEA in Vienna, this article offers 
new insights into the history of the Geneva Conferences and the early history of the 
IAEA.13 It seeks to elucidate Soviet scientists’ cross-boundary relationships in the con-
text of multiple loyalties: to the Soviet state, the CPSU and the Academy of Sciences, 
and also to the international community of nuclear scientists, who, despite Cold War 
conflicts, developed networks that helped to advocate the extensive exploration and use 
of “peaceful atoms”.

For Soviet scientists, participation in the First Geneva Conference was crucial to 
establishing scientific and personal contacts. As the universal language of the scienc-
es, mathematics was understood on both sides of the Iron Curtain, providing scientists 
with a unique opportunity to communicate on seemingly neutral ground.14 Historians 
of science have long argued against an unproblematic notion of epistemic universal-

10 Krige Atoms for Peace, Scientific Internationalism, and Scientific Intelligence; Strasser La fabrique 
d’une nouvelle science, pp. 18–30; Wunderle Experten im Kalten Krieg, pp. 309–319; Brown Nuclear 
Authority. An insider’s view on the history of the IAEA is provided by Fischer History of the Internation-
al Atomic Energy Agency.

11 Orlova Kontakty tret’ej stepeni, pp.  7–8; Holloway Stalin and the Bomb, pp.  358–363; Josephson 
Red Atom, pp. 172–176; Schmid Producing Power, pp. 13, 97; Timerbaev Rossiia i iadernoe neraspros-
tranenie, pp. 80–81; Kazachkovskii Zapiski fizika o voine i mire, pp. 378–384; Emel’ianov Atom sha-
gaet po stranam, p. 3.

12 See Sonja Schmid’s article in this issue.
13 Holloway The Soviet Union and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency focuses on 

Soviet debate about the process, the account thus ending with its establishment; this article will look more 
at the early years of the Agency’s existence.

14 As the author of a report in the American Scientist put it, “The Conference established that, at least in a 
limited area, it is possible to overcome formidable language barriers and political precedents. We realize 
more sharply than ever before that neutrons create the same problems in every country”: Charpie The 
Geneva Conference, p. 33.
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23The Nuclear Spirit of Geneva

ism,15 but as Geert J. Somsen has convincingly pointed out, “while the reality of scientific 
universalism has been rejected, there has been no denial of its power as self-representa-
tion. Science may not be inherently universal, but scientists have often viewed their en-
terprise in such terms.”16

Soviet scientists seeking the re-establishment of international community with their 
Western peers needed a certain gymnastic skill, “supporting integration into the inter-
national atomic community, backing broad international cooperation and – at the same 
time – enabling the demonstration of Soviet scientific-technical superiority”.17 Loyalty 
to the CPSU was essential. After all, it was the party elite who decided who could travel 
to conferences and whose opinion was considered in policy-making, resource allocation 
and so on.18

Especially when addressing an international audience, scientists had to present the 
Soviet path to a nuclear-powered future as the joint endeavor of politicians and scien-
tists,19 Soviet nuclear science and technology policy as the fruit of the unanimous accord 
of Party, state and science.20 Discussing nuclear science and technology in the United 
States, where nuclear know-how was spread over a complex cluster of administrations, 
research labs and private-sector engineering companies, one of the chief proponents of 
nuclear internationalism within the USSR declared that “when the [Soviet] government 
signs an agreement, no more questions arise: we have just one company – the USSR”. 21

The article first explores the fundamental consensus on cooperation in nuclear sci-
ence that the First Geneva Conference did much to establish, what I call the “nuclear 
spirit of Geneva”, in echo of the phrase famously used to evoke the positive atmosphere 
of the Geneva Summit of July 1955.22 Three aspects of this tacit consensus were particu-

15 See for example Schroeder-Gudehus Les Congrès Scientifiques et la Politique de Coopération Inter-
nationale des Académies des Sciences; Shapin Here and Everywhere: Sociology of Scientific Knowledge; 
Crawford Nationalism and Internationalism in Science, 1880–1939, p. 1.

16 Somsen A History of Universalism, p. 362.
17 Orlova Kontakty tret’ej stepeni, p. 6.
18 In analyzing the international contacts of Soviet geneticists in the interwar period, Nikolai Krementsov 

emphasized the idea of dual loyalty, in doing so recycling the much older idea of scientists’ overlapping 
loyalties to both state and scientific community. This paper claims that multifarious flexible loyalties were a 
central aspect of the Soviet involvement in early nuclear internationalism, applying Krementsov’s assump-
tions to the case at hand. See Krementsov International Science between the World Wars.

19 In doing this, the atomshchiki were adhering to the Soviet conception of a directly applicable science that 
served the economic and social needs defined by the Party. In the 1990s some authors claimed that scientif-
ic subservience to the state and the Communist Party became the norm in the Soviet Union: Crawford/
Shinn/Sörlin An Introductory Essay; for a more nuanced account of the particularity of Soviet science 
and its supposed identity of goals between regime and research see: Kojevnikov The Phenomenon of 
Soviet Science; Kojevnikov Die Mobilmachung der sowjetischen Wissenschaft.

20 The notion that “science is communism”, that these “shared their most important values: the relief of hu-
man misery, transcendence of nation and class, progressivism, internationalism”, was popular among com-
munist scientists inside and outside the USSR. See: Somsen A History of Universalism, p. 369.

21 Vasilii S. Emel’ianov reports having said this to Admiral Hyman Rickover in Moscow, in 1959, during initial 
negotiations on the exchange of scientific information: Emel’ianov Atom shagaet po stranam, p. 23.

22 In July 1955, the first summit meeting of the world’s leading powers since the 1945 Potsdam conference was 
held in Geneva, and the “Spirit of Geneva” became a popular shorthand for the atmosphere of dialogue 
and mutual understanding that prevailed. When the atomic scientists’ conference opened two weeks later, 
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larly important: 1)  The desirability of knowledge-exchange around possible uses of 
nuclear energy and radioactive isotopes; 2) a shared perception of science as a linear 
process leading to further understanding, description and subjugation of nature; 3) the 
conception of a clear boundary between nuclear bombs and nuclear power stations, the 
first being the object of inter-bloc political contention, the other not.

Examination of direct contacts and institutionalized relations across the Iron Cur-
tain reveals the interplay of cooperation, competition and conflict in the field of benign 
nuclear energy. By following Soviet atomic scientists to international institutions, con-
ferences and meetings – from the first to the fourth and last of the Geneva Conferences 
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy – this article shows how multiple allegiances and 
different ways of boundary-making came into play in navigating the troubled waters of 
the Cold War and lobbying for atomic power as the most promising next-generation 
technology.23

The Spirit of Geneva

The year 1955 marked a significant turning point in Soviet science policy. The cloak of 
secrecy that had hitherto covered everything related to the uses of nuclear energy would 
finally be gradually lifted. Of course, most of the Soviet atomic program would remain 
a top-secret affair. But with the achievement of a balance of terror in nuclear weapons 
in 1953, there was little left to fear, at least in terms of fundamental scientific discoveries 
leading to new kinds of nuclear explosive. It became clear to the Soviet authorities that 
the exchange of ideas in the field of civilian atomic energy could be markedly beneficial, 
if tightly regulated and strictly monitored.24 Still, the unveiling of Soviet nuclear sci-
ence had to be carefully planned. In January 1955, Foreign Minister Viacheslav M. Molo-
tov (1890–1986) and Minister for Medium Machine Building Viacheslav A. Malyshev 
(1902–1957)  – responsible for the heavily disguised ministry for atomic research and 
development, henceforward referred to as MSM – drafted a note for the attention of the 
Central Committee of the CPSU, in which they referred to the UN General Assembly’s 
decision to convene an international conference on the uses of atomic energy.25 Maly-
shev and Molotov interpreted the call for this conference as an attempt by the United 
States to obtain information about worldwide nuclear fuel reserves and possible buyers 

it was intended that this spirit of mutual understanding be manifested in the context of scientific-techno-
logical cooperation.

23 The term “boundary-making” here refers to practices and methods of drawing boundaries between science 
and politics in order to support the legitimacy of scientific claims regardless of their political embedded-
ness: Jasanoff The Fifth Branch, pp. 229–249.

24 The General Directorate for the Protection of State Secrets in the Press (Glavlit) compiled lists of infor-
mation prohibited from publication in 1949, 1958, 1976 and 1990. These documents offer a vivid illustra-
tion of how the Soviet state regulated and controlled the circulation of nuclear scientific-technological 
knowledge. See for example: Perechen’ svedenii, zapreshchennych k opublikovaniiu v otkrytoi pechati, 
peredachakh po radio i televideniiu. Moskva: Glavlit, 1976, p. 35.

25 Afiani Akademiia nauk v resheniiach TsK KPSS, 1952–1958, Doc. 45, pp. 203–205.
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25The Nuclear Spirit of Geneva

for American nuclear technology. They therefore pointed out that the most important 
thing for Soviet participants would be to release not too much information, limiting 
contributions to facts more or less well-known in scientific circles. As heads of their 
respective ministries, they also proposed adding two items to the provisional agenda 
of the conference: a paper on the Obninsk power plant, which had been connected to 
a local grid near Moscow in 1954, and a discussion of aid for nuclear development. The 
paper on the world’s first nuclear power plant would direct public attention to unprob-
lematic aspects of the Soviet atomic program, while discussion of the global dissemina-
tion of benign nuclear technology would beneficially highlight “unconditional Soviet 
support” for the development of nuclear power programs in “other countries”.

Once the decision had been taken to send a Soviet delegation to the conference, 
preparations began in earnest. On the initiative of Igor’ V. Kurchatov (1903–1960), sci-
entific head of the Soviet atomic program, the Soviet Academy of Sciences sponsored 
a hastily organized international meeting in Moscow, so as to prepare its delegates for 
the big event in Geneva.26 One of the highlights of this ad hoc encounter was a visit to 
the Obninsk power plant.27 A model of this facility would later be presented in the ex-
hibition hall in Geneva, in accordance with the recommendations of the MSM and the 
Foreign Ministry.

When nuclear scientists from all over the world met in Geneva in 1955 to discuss “the 
technology on which all depends”, expectations were extremely high.28 For scientists 
and engineers working on the Soviet atomic program, Geneva offered the first major 
opportunity to present their achievements to fellow scientists and to the wider inter-
national public. There had by then been no international gathering of atomic scientists 
for more than 20 years, not least because of the obvious military significance of their 
research.29

Geneva, of course, was expected to allow the pooling of knowledge about nuclear 
fission, but it also offered a platform for the display of scientific achievements, thereby 
bolstering the claims of the Soviet path to nuclear-powered modernity. The opportunity 
to share nuclear success-stories was greatly appreciated, even if Party-imposed secrecy 
laid down strict limits on what could be disclosed. The Presidium of the Central Com-
mittee of the CPSU warned the scientists chosen to travel to Switzerland:

26 Holloway Stalin and the Bomb, p.  352; Afiani Akademiia nauk v resheniiach TsK KPSS, 1952–1958, 
Doc. 72, pp. 276–280.

27 Ichikawa Obninsk, 1955, pp. 33–38; on the Obninsk power plant’s career as a “showcase of Soviet scien-
tific-technical superiority” see: Orlova Kontakty tret’ej stepeni, p. 5.

28 It was John Cockroft (1897–1967), head of the UK delegation, who called the production of power through 
the harnessing of atomic energy the “technology on which all depends” in his evening lecture at the first 
Geneva Conference: Cockroft The Future of Atomic Energy, p. 285.

29 Krige Atoms for Peace, Scientific Internationalism, and Scientific Intelligence, pp. 174–180; Schroe der-
Gudehus Probing the Master Narrative of Scientific Internationalism, pp. 30–32; Strasser La fabrique 
d’une nouvelle science, p. 19.
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“The delegates of the USSR need to keep in mind that foreign participants at the conference 
may make attempts to gain information about the uses of atomic energy in the USSR […] that 
falls into the secret category.”30

Besides showcasing their achievements in nuclear science without giving away too 
much, members of the Soviet delegation to Geneva were instructed to establish direct 
contacts with foreign scientists – especially with delegates from the most advanced nu-
clear states, the USA and the UK. In this, conversations at informal gatherings outside 
the conference agenda would play an important role, allowing a more free-wheeling 
exchange.31 Directives on how to write scientific reports on Geneva emphasized the im-
portance of such informal discussions:

“It will be necessary to clarify the following questions: […] What new information is provided 
by other participants in papers and displays or in answer to questions, or in the course of per-
sonal conversation or visits to scientific institutions?”32

The same document specified that delegates’ reports should indicate those fields in 
which the Soviet Union’s scientific achievements outstripped those of other countries 
and those fields in which the USSR lagged behind. The contacts established in Gene-
va were evidently valued not only as prerequisites for possible cooperation but also as 
means to locate Soviet nuclear science within the global research landscape.33

The Soviet delegation was larger than many others and led by a number of eminent 
scientists, several of them members or corresponding members of the Academy of 
Sciences.34 Their contributions were appreciated by foreign colleagues, for “even if the 
content was not scientifically riveting […] it lifted the veil of secrecy from […] reactor 
programs […] in the Soviet Union”.35 Clearly, participation in this vast conference paid 
off for the Soviet scientists, who had finally regained their place and reputation within 
the larger community.36 Laura Fermi (1907–1977), enthusiastic chronicler of the confer-
ence, gave a colorful account of the atmosphere in Geneva: “In the Palais des Nations 
there was no East or West, there was no ‘curtain’, no totalitarian states, no democracies – 

30 Afiani Akademiia nauk v resheniiach TsK KPSS, 1952–1958, Doc. 89, p. 316. Similar instructions for trips 
abroad had been integral to Soviet Science policy since at least the 1940s. On this see: Krementsov 
Sovetskaia nauka na poroge kholodnoi voiny, p. 288.

31 Kazachkovskii Zapiski fizika o voine i mire pp. 379–380.
32 ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 81 (Materialy k Mezhdunarodnoi konferentsii v g. Zheneve po mirnomu ispol’zova-

niiu atomnoi energii, 24 February 1955 – 27 February 1955), l. 36.
33 An assessment of the Soviet Union’s standing in non-military nuclear science and technology was given to 

the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences after the conference. See: ARAN, f. 2, op. 6, d. 201 (Stenogram-
ma Zasedaniia Prezidiuma Akademii nauk Sojuza SSR, 30 September 1955), l. 111–113.

34 List of Officers, Delegations and Conference Secretariat, in: Record of the Conference, pp. 133–145. In 1955, 
the Academy was the obvious institution to represent Soviet nuclear science. The MSM was strictly secret 
and the State Committee for Nuclear Affairs had not yet been established.

35 Krige Atoms for Peace, Scientific Internationalism, and Scientific Intelligence, p. 166.
36 Josephson Red Atom, pp. 20–21.
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27The Nuclear Spirit of Geneva

only men eager to learn or to disclose what they had learned.”37 Fermi’s report is but one 
example of the exaltedly positive way in which this scientific meeting was presented to 
the public.38 The First Geneva Conference was certainly a sweeping success in terms of 
mass media coverage. Newspapers and radio stations all over the world reported on in-
ventions and ideas that would soon change human life entirely.39 Coupled with the vast 
amount of technical data newly made available, the mere fact of a meeting between So-
viet and American delegations evoked hopes that the two emerging superpowers were 
finally finding common ground and turning to cooperation instead of conflict.40

The two sides were certainly both keen to give institutional form to this new climate 
of exchange and mutual understanding. Proposed two years earlier by American pres-
ident Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890–1969), in his famous Atoms for Peace speech to the 
UN General Assembly, the idea of an international atomic energy agency gained mo-
mentum in 1955.41 While the Soviet Union had already formally agreed to join negotia-
tions over the IAEA statute on 18 July,42 experience at the Geneva Conference amplified 
Soviet interest in Eisenhower’s project. Reports back on the Conference enthusiasti-
cally supported further cooperation in the realm of the peaceful atom, assuring Soviet 
policy makers that Soviet science could and should play a crucial role in the internation-
alization of nuclear science.43

In February 1956, not long after the First Geneva Conference had closed and the de-
cision was taken that the USSR should participate in the IAEA, the CPSU held its 20th 
Congress, best remembered for the “secret speech” of First Secretary Nikita S. Khrush-

37 Fermi Atoms for the World, p. 3; Laura Fermi was the wife of the famous émigré physicist Enrico Fermi 
(1901–1954).

38 For another example, see Vladimir Veksler’s report for Czech radio cited in: Wunderle Experten im 
Kalten Krieg, pp. 319–321.

39 The press response to the Soviet presence at the Geneva Conference was monitored by the different 
embassies and reported to Moscow. See for example: ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 82 (Perepiska s Ministerst-
vom inostrannych del SSSR po otklikam angliiskoi pressy na rabotu Mezhdunarodnoi konferentsii po is-
pol’zovaniiu atomnoi energii v mirnych celiach, 29. August 1955), l. 1; Pravda offered a daily report from the 
Conference under the heading Mezhdunarodnaia konferentsiia po mirnomu ispol’zovaniiu atomnoi energii. 
Amongst the coverage of the Conference by the widely-circulated Literaturnaja Gazeta were reports by 
the Polish journalist Karol Małcużyński (1922–1984), well known for his accounts on the Nuremberg trials. 
For coverage in the popular scientific journal Ogonek see: Schmid Shaping the Soviet Experience of the 
Atomic Age, pp. 29–33.

40 The Academy of Sciences was responsible for the translation of the thousand or so papers into Russian, 
and all the papers would be published by the UN. On this see ARAN, f. 2, op.  6, d. 201 (Stenogramma 
Zasedaniia Prezidiuma Akademii nauk Soiuza SSR, 30 September 1955), l. 118.

41 Dwight D. Eisenhower Address Before the General Assembly of the United Nations on Peaceful Uses 
of Atomic Energy, http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=9774 (16.12.2017). For an analysis of the in-
tentions behind “Atoms for Peace” see: Osgood Total Cold War, pp.  153–180; Chernus Eisenhower’s 
Atoms for Peace; Drogan The Nuclear Imperative; and Krige Atoms for Peace, Scientific International-
ism, and Scientific Intelligence.

42 For a detailed account of the debates about Soviet involvement in the process of founding the Agency see: 
Holloway The Soviet Union and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency, pp. 8–11; see 
also: Fischer History of the International Atomic Energy Agency, pp. 29–34.

43 See for example Aleksandr Topchiev’s insistent demand for expanded cooperation in his report on the 
First Geneva Conference: ARAN, f. 694, op. 1, d. 101 (Pervaia mezhdunarodnaia konferentsiia po mirnomu 
ispol’zovaniiu atomnoi energii. Lektsiia v Dome uchenykh), l. 1–47.
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fabian lüscher28

chev (1894–1971), in which he criticized the cult of personality around Stalin, there-
by giving new impetus to the process of destalinization.44 At this same Congress, two 
top-ranking scientists – Aleksandr N. Nesmeianov (1899–1980), president of the Acad-
emy of Sciences, and Igor’ V. Kurchatov, head of the atomic program – were invited to 
speak to the assembled Party elite. Kurchatov spoke of the promising prospects for the 
use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, noted the great impression made by the So-
viet delegation in Geneva, identified some of the most important upcoming tasks of the 
Soviet Union’s civilian atomic program and finally highlighted the necessity of contacts 
with Western nuclear scientists:

“We, the Soviet scientists, would like to work on the resolution of this most important scientific 
problem for mankind together with scientists from all the countries in the world, including 
scientists of America, whose scientific and technical achievements we highly value.”45

As regards nuclear science and technology, the message of the 6th Five Year Plan adopt-
ed at the Congress was clear: nuclear applications – in power generation first and fore-
most – were to be expanded as quickly as possible. In this context, the networks newly 
established with scientific communities outside the USSR were – in the words of one of 
the vice-presidents of the Academy of Sciences – to “guarantee the maximal appropria-
tion of domestic and foreign technology”.46 Following the 20th Congress, Kurchatov, 
who had not formed part of the delegation to Geneva, gave further evidence of Soviet 
scientists’ commitment to international cooperation on what was his first ever trip 
abroad. For when Khrushchev traveled to England in April 1956, he was accompanied 
not only by Soviet prime minister Nikolai A. Bulganin (1895–1975) but also by Kurcha-
tov and by aircraft designer Andrei N. Tupolev (1888–1972). The presence of these two 
eminent representatives of the Soviet scientific-technical elite on the state visit high-
lights the powerful position occupied by scientists and engineers in the hierarchy of the 
Soviet system.

When Kurchatov visited the British Atomic Energy Authority’s main research facili-
ty at Harwell, he gave a speech in which he openly discussed current problems and ques-
tions in the field of controlled nuclear fusion.47 In doing so, he broke new ground, as this 
was a field of research shrouded in the strictest secrecy not only by the Soviet Union, but 
also by the Western nuclear powers. Kurchatov’s revelations at Harwell prompted Great 
Britain and the United States to declassify parts of their own nuclear fusion programs, 
thus opening up a new and highly dynamic field of nuclear research for exchange, co-
operation and, not least, competition.

44 On the history of the Secret Speech see: Merl Entstalinisierung, Reformen und Wettlauf, pp. 278–279.
45 Rech’ tovarishcha I. V. Kurchatova, in: Pravda 53 (22.02.1956), p. 7.
46 ARAN, f. 694, op. 1, d. 109 (Zadachi AN SSSR v svete reshenii XX s”ezda KPSS. Doklad na aktive v Lenin-

grade), l. 6.
47 Kurchatov The Possibility of Producing Thermonuclear Reactions in a Gaseous Discharge; see also: 

Schmid Producing Power, p. 101.
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Soviet and International Nuclear Science

Not long before Kurchatov set off for England in March 1956, the Chief Administration 
for the Use of Atomic Energy (Glavatom) was established as part of the MSM.48 The 
decision to participate in international scientific networks and institutions had made it 
necessary to make a tiny part of the huge and carefully hidden nuclear administration 
visible. Glavatom would be the Atomic Ministry’s window on the world and ostensibly 
the USSR’s official authority in matters of foreign relations in the field of atomic ener-
gy.49 Its first head was Efim P. Slavskii (1898–1991), who later became Minister of Me-
dium Machine Building, occupying this position of great influence until after the Cher-
nobyl accident in 1986. His successor as Glavatom chairman was Vasilii S. Emel’ianov 
(1901–1988), a metallurgist and former chair of the State Committee of Standardiza-
tion. Before his appointment, Emel’ianov had worked for almost ten years on the Soviet 
bomb project and was very well acquainted with the highest echelons of his country’s 
scientific community. He had been a member of his country’s delegation to the first 
Geneva Conference in 1955 and took part in the negotiations about the proposed atom-
ic energy agency in New York the following year.50 In the fall of 1957, he led the Soviet 
delegation to the first General Conference of the newly founded IAEA in Vienna, the 
subject of a detailed report drawn up by the Foreign Ministry.51 The Soviet delegates 
presented their own nuclear program as entirely pacific in its ambitions and dedicated 
to international cooperation, while constantly proclaiming the unity of Soviet science, 
the Soviet state and the Communist Party. At the start of the conference, Emel’ianov 
read out a message from Kliment E. Voroshilov (1881–1969), Chairman of the Presidium 
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.52 Voroshilov emphasized that the USSR was eager 
to help all mankind make use of the benign atom – not least through the powers and 
instruments offered by the new agency. At the same time, he expressed his expectation 
that the IAEA would help in taking serious steps towards nuclear disarmament. Accord-
ing to the Foreign Ministry report, Voroshilov’s message was met with great satisfaction 

48 Glavatom was replaced by the State Committee for the Use of Atomic Energy (GKAE) in 1960, which 
would be reintegrated into MSM only in 1965, see: Schmid Celebrating Tomorrow Today, p. 346.

49 Schmid Producing Power, pp. 50–51; Vasilieva Soleils rouges, pp. 178–179.
50 In 1957 Emel’ianov was not only the head of Glavatom, but also represented the Soviet Union in the pre-

paratory commission for the first General Conference of the IAEA. As member of the Board of Governors 
of the IAEA, and later as one of the seven specialists on the agency’s Scientific Advisory Committee, he 
was a key player in the newly established institution and certainly occupied one of the most important 
positions in Soviet nuclear science diplomacy. With his contacts with both the Soviet state administration 
and the scientific community – he was a corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences and a veteran 
of the Soviet atomic bomb project – and with his fast growing network of scientists and science policy 
makers all over the world, it would not be wrong to call him the ambassador-at-large for Soviet nuclear 
policy during this period.

51 ARAN f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170 (Spravka o pervoi sessii general’noi konferentsii mezhdunarodnogo agentstva po 
atomnoi energii).

52 From 1953 to 1960 Voroshilov was chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and de 
jure head of the Soviet state.
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by the audience.53 It was no accident that he raised the question of disarmament: the 
USSR was insistent that only a complete ban of all kinds of nuclear weapons could end 
the deadlock in the nuclear arms race, a position that Emel’ianov and others constantly 
sought to promote at the agency’s meetings and conferences, where the world’s leading 
nuclear diplomats were present.54

The promotion of the Soviet Union’s official nuclear policy – complete nuclear dis-
armament and unconditional readiness to help other states develop their own atomic 
energy program – had several aims. One, of course, was to discredit the nuclear stances 
of the two western atomic powers. Another was to align the USSR with the developing 
countries and in doing so to display the superiority of the Soviet path to moderniza-
tion.55 At the same time, the benefits provided by Soviet ties to the re-established inter-
national nuclear-scientific community were by no means to be jeopardized. The task 
of Soviet delegations to international meetings was therefore not easy, in that they had 
both to show the existence of a coherent scientific-political system in the Soviet Union 
and argue at the same time that there was a major divergence of interest between state 
and science in the countries of the West. While cooperation with scientific institutions 
from Harwell to Berkeley was of great importance, drawing clear boundary lines be-
tween East and West was a political prerequisite in the Cold War context.

In describing other delegations’ attitude to the Soviet Union’s atomic endeavors, the 
Foreign Ministry authors are consistently positive:

“The Soviet delegation’s declaration of the USSR’s readiness to extend every kind of coopera-
tion in the field of the peaceful utilization of atomic energy was received with great satisfaction 
by all conference participants.”56

They noted too that the General Secretary of the Conference, the Swiss diplomat Paul 
Jolles (1919–2000) had stressed the importance of cooperation between the big nuclear 
powers – the USSR, the United States and Great Britain.57 Given this, Soviet interests 
would have to be taken into consideration if an effective international agency was to be 
developed.

For the Foreign Ministry, then, the first IAEA General Conference had been an 
overwhelming success for the Soviet Union. Yet certain lines of conflict had already ap-
peared. The United States, according to the ministry’s observers, were only interested in 

53 ARAN f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170, l. 3.
54 The claim took on greater substance with the USSR’s announcement of its unilateral test ban in late March 

1958. See, for example, Emel’ianov’s statement at the IAEA Board on 28 April 1958: IAEA Archives, Box 
33001, GOV/OR. 60: Official Record of the Sixtieth Meeting of the Board of Governors, 28 April  1958, 
pp. 20–23.

55 See: Holloway The Soviet Union and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency, p. 14; 
Roehrlich The Cold War, the Developing World, and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), 1953–1957, pp. 195–212.

56 ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170 (Spravka o pervoi sessii general’noi konferentsii mezhdunarodnogo agentstva 
po atomnoi energii), l. 51.

57 ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170 (Spravka o pervoi sessii general’noi konferentsii mezhdunarodnogo agentstva 
po atomnoi energii), l. 52.
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using – abusing – the agency as a means of controlling fissile resources. Establishing a 
safeguards regime to prevent the further proliferation of nuclear arms was indeed one of 
the chief US concerns in Vienna. For the Soviets, this US insistence on controls and in-
spections was an expression of a drive by the United States to achieve nothing less than 
“atomic colonialism”.58 Quickly adopted into Soviet parlance, the term reflects the policy 
of alignment with the developing countries, since the fear of “atomic colonialism” was 
repeatedly expressed by the Indian delegates, the leading spokesmen for the developing 
world.59

Despite the existence of strong disagreements at the political level, scientific and 
personal contacts between the world’s leading nuclear scientists intensified markedly 
during the second half of the 1950s. The success of the First Geneva Conference, the 
declassification of non-military research on nuclear fusion and not least the creation of 
the IAEA catalyzed this process of networking and especially the cross-border flow of 
scientific knowledge and personnel. On 16 January 1958, for example, Emel’ianov sub-
mitted an offer to the IAEA that included 25 full stipends for students from developing 
countries.60 By the end of February that same year, eight IAEA member states in total 
had made similar offers to encourage the training of specialists abroad.61

Three years after the first UN-sponsored conference had marked the dawn of nuclear 
internationalism, another major conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy was 
held in Geneva. In the intervening period, a number of major scientific-technological 
achievements had been registered. In October 1957, for example, the Soviet Union had 
won the first stage of the space race by launching the world’s first artificial satellite, Sput-
nik 1, into the orbit. This victory in competition against the US space program boosted 
the reputation of the Soviet scientific-technological system and of its personnel.62 Not 
least due to this success, the Soviet delegation met with greatest respect at the Second 
Geneva Conference.

At the 1958 conference, euphoria about the potential of atomic energy reached new 
heights. Several papers were devoted to the seemingly unlimited applications of nucle-
ar technology in fields ranging from transportation to medicine, from agriculture to 
metallurgy. The prospects of a radiant future powered by the peaceful atom were dis-
cussed at length at both official and unofficial meetings. Once more, a huge exhibition 
was installed next to the Palais des Nations where the conference was held. One of the 
attractions of the Soviet display was a model of the nuclear-powered icebreaker Lenin. 

58 ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170 (Spravka o pervoi sessii general’noi konferentsii mezhdunarodnogo agentstva 
po atomnoi energii), l. 52.

59 Roehrlich The Cold War, the Developing World, and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), 1953–1957, p. 15.

60 IAEA Archives, Box 33027, GOV/89: Letter addressed to the Director General by the Governor from the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 16 January 1958, p. 1.

61 IAEA Archives, Box 33027, GOV/113: Second Report by the Director General under Rule 8  (a) of the 
Provisional Rules of Procedure, p. 9. In April 1958 a fellowship program including Soviet fellowships was 
initiated under the auspices of the agency: IAEA Archives, Box 33028, GOV/351: Annual Report of the 
Board of Governors to the General Conference covering the period 1 July 1958 to 30 June 1959, pp. 52–58.

62 Richers Welt-Raum. Die Sowjetunion im Orbit.
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This new flagship of the Arctic fleet was an embodiment of the Soviet narrative about 
the USSR’s atomic program, symbolically representing the peaceful intentions of Soviet 
ship-reactor design, offering a promising example of what atomic energy could mean 
for the transport, and standing as another atomic first, pressing the American scientific 
community to keep up with the Soviet pace. Above all, the Lenin was an ideal prop-
aganda tool. Allegedly coined by Khrushchev, the slogan “Lenin breaks the ice of the 
Cold War” was repeated over and over again in speeches, newspaper reports, etc.63 An-
nounced for 1959, the atomic icebreaker was much closer to completion than the Savan-
nah, the United States’ own nuclear-powered civilian surface ship. Supposedly, certain 
American nuclear scientists admitted in Geneva that the United States’ decision to build 
a nuclear merchant vessel had been merely political, in order to keep up with the Soviet 
Union in peaceful nuclear technology.64 It could be said, then, that the US atomic indus-
try was actually forced to build the Savannah by the propaganda success of the Lenin.

In their memoirs, members of the 1958 Soviet delegation remember the atmosphere 
at Geneva, as did their predecessors at the 1955 conference, as generally friendly and 
highly productive.65 Yet the effects of the then virulent Cold War conflict, heightened 
by events in Lebanon and Iraq, were felt even in the seemingly apolitical, rational at-
mosphere of scientific meetings. The CPSU took a special interest in the outcome of 
the conference and so invited academician Alexander V. Topchiev (1907–1962) to give 
a twenty-minute report to the Central Committee.66 A month after it ended, Topchiev 
assured party leaders of the strong impression his delegation had made. He emphasized, 
too, the political implications of the conference, speaking in the terms expected. The 
peaceful uses of atomic energy, he said, had long ago become an “arena of competition 
between capitalism and socialism”.67 This had been taken into account in the delegation’s 
preparatory work and again at the conference itself. After this reassuring introductory 
statement, Topchiev went on to summarize the most important sessions of the confer-
ence, emphasizing the Soviet achievements in each case.

The years between the first and the second Geneva Conferences are surely to be 
seen as the first heyday of postwar nuclear internationalism. On the one hand, scientific 
cooperation was boosted by the increasing number of international conferences and the 
establishment of the IAEA. Announcements of impressive findings in the field of nucle-
ar energy and the evident will to bridge the gap between the two emerging superpowers 
through exchange of scientific knowledge were given prominence in newspapers and 
magazines.68 Large parts of the political and scientific establishments of the Soviet Un-

63 See for example: Chernous’ko Flagman sokrushaet l’dy, p. 13; Denisov/Vvedenskii Prazdnik v Lenin-
grade, p. 3; Bobrov Atomnyi bogatyr’ sozdan vsei stranoi. The catchphrase even featured in a poem by 
Vasilii A. Zhuravlev (1941–1996) published in Ogonek (1959), Nr. 46, inside cover.

64 ARAN, f. 694, op. 1, d. 193 (O zhenevskoi konferentsii. Vystuplenie v TsK KPSS) l. 10.
65 See: Fedorov 15 dnei v Zheneve; Sagdeev The Making of a Soviet Scientist.
66 ARAN, f. 694, op. 1, d. 193 (O zhenevskoi konferentsii. Vystuplenie v TsK KPSS).
67 ARAN, f. 694, op. 1, d. 193 (O zhenevskoi konferentsii. Vystuplenie v TsK KPSS), l. 2.
68 In December 1955 the Presidium of the CC of the CPSU decided to launch the journal Atomnaia Energiia 

(Atomic Energy), which served as an important channel for presenting Soviet achievements to the inter-
national community. Starting in 1956, the journal was published every two months by Atomizdat in Mos-
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ion and the United States clearly shared a belief in the benefits of scientific progress, 
but euphoria about the possibilities opened up by this seemingly unlimited source of 
energy was just one side of the coin. Nuclear internationalism was not just about co-
operation, and all involved were well aware of this. The presentation of scientific-tech-
nological achievements and notably the achievement of peaceful atomic firsts – such as 
the construction of the Obninsk nuclear power station or the icebreaker Lenin – were 
of great propaganda value in the ideological conflict between East and West. Even Dmi-
trii I. Blokhintsev (1908–1979), head of the nuclear research center in Obninsk, openly 
discussed the political implications of the first nuclear power station: “We, the Soviet 
people, and the scientists and engineers especially, are glad that the first nuclear power 
station was brought into service in our country. […] I am speaking of its political sig-
nificance, of propaganda. I do not fear the word. […] A good idea needs to be propa-
gated.”69 Such technological achievements helped shape the image of the Soviet Union 
abroad and were used to impress policy makers in the Third World.70 But even against a 
background of ideological conflict and propaganda, the prevailing spirit of collaborative 
discussion of the promises and dangers of the nuclear age enabled scientists on both 
sides of the Iron Curtain to establish and maintain direct contacts based in great part on 
mutual trust and belief in the universalism of scientific progress.

Direct Contacts

“At the conference in Geneva, in the fall of 1955, scientists from the USSR for the first time met 
specialists from the USA. Some of us knew of each other through published work, but we had 
never yet met. […] Later that same year, after the conference, I visited the USA for the first 
time, joining the Soviet delegation as an expert on atomic questions. In the USA, there are two 
currents: a cold one, coming from the governmental sphere, and a warm one – from scientific 
circles.”71

In his memoir published eleven years after the first Geneva conference, Emel’ianov 
drew a clear boundary between science and politics. On this basis, the professional net-

cow, then translated into English and reprinted in New York. The journal was intended to provide a steady 
flow of nuclear news between the blocs and at the same time demonstrate the peaceful intentions of the 
Soviet Union’s nuclear program: Afiani Akademiia nauk v resheniiach TsK KPSS, 1952–1958, Doc. Nr. 103 
(Postanovlenie Prezidiuma CK KPSS ob izdanii zhurnala “Atomnaia energiia”), pp. 360–361. Two years 
later, the American Institute of Physics included the influential Uspekhi fizicheskikh nauk in their journal 
translation program.

69 Blokhintsev Novaia era v razvitii nauki, cited in Orlova Kontakty tret’ei stepeni, p. 9.
70 Competition for the allegiance of developing countries also occurred in IAEA policy discussions and 

through the provision of fuel and technology to countries eager to start their own atomic programs. See: 
Roehrlich The Cold War, the Developing World, and the Creation of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), 1953–1957. On the social meaning and symbolism of technological artifacts, see for exam-
ple Pfaffenberger Social Anthropology of Technology.

71 Emel’ianov Atom shagaet po stranam, pp. 3–4.
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works established around “Atoms for Peace” were seen as unproblematically traversing 
the boundary between systems, ideological conflict being confined to the inimical and 
disagreeable sphere of US politics. Correspondence between Emel’ianov and one of his 
American peers shows how contacts with representatives of what he called the “warm 
current” helped to maintain communications across the divide even at times of political 
conflict.

Emel’ianov met Samuel Goudsmit (1902–1978) at a reception at the well-known 
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York.72 By then, Goudsmit, who had come to the United 
States from the Netherlands before the Second World War and who later partici pated 
in the Alsos Mission,73 was editor of the highly reputed Physical Review.74 He took 
Emel’ianov to the Brookhaven National Laboratories, where he showed his Soviet guest 
around and told him, among other things, that some 40 scientists at Brookhaven had 
started to learn Russian so as to understand relevant papers written in the Soviet Union.75 
After this first meeting, Emel’ianov’s involvement in the founding of the IAEA neces-
sitated regular visits to the United States. With the increasing importance of his role as 
roving ambassador for the Soviet nuclear administration, his relationship to Goudsmit 
intensified as well. The latter valued being able to meet Emel’ianov in the United States, 
as a letter in connection with Emel’ianov’s appointment as Head of Glavatom reveals:

“I read in the New York Times that you have been honored by an appointment as head of the 
Russian atomic energy board. This must be a most interesting position in which I am sure you 
can do a lot to promote peaceful uses of atomic energy. Does this new appointment mean that 
we won’t see you over here as often as we would like to?”76

Goudsmit was interested, it seems, in keeping direct contact with Emel’ianov, whose 
future role as a chairman of Glavatom was yet to be clarified. Despite Goudsmit’s con-
cerns, Emel’ianov was back in New York in November 1958, following the second Gen-
eral Conference of the IAEA. There he received another letter from Goudsmit:

“It was nice to talk to you on the phone. It is such a long time since we saw each other. I am now 
attending a meeting of the American Philosophical Society and shall be in New York again on 

72 Emel’ianov Atom shagaet po stranam, p. 10.
73 Active from late 1943 to October 1945, the ALSOS Mission was set up to gather intelligence on the Ger-

man atomic project, searching liberated territory for scientific records, personnel and technology. Samuel 
Goudsmit was chief scientific advisor. An informative account can be found in: Hart The ALSOS Mis-
sion, 1943–1945.

74 Goldberg Between Old and New, pp. 117–137.
75 Of course, this story of Emel’ianov’s serves also to underscore the importance of Soviet nuclear science. 

Yet the personal contact between Goudsmit and Emel’ianov, which the latter described as cordial and 
long-lasting, involved more than comparison of the scientific potential of Soviet and American civilian 
nuclear atomic programs: Emel’ianov Atom shagaet po stranam, p. 11. The Physical Review occasionally 
published papers by Soviet scientists, mostly researchers affiliated to the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

76 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Folder 65, Box 9, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers: 
Goudsmit to Emelyanov, September 30th, 1957.
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Friday. I’ll call you and […] we can meet for lunch or for a drink this weekend. You must have 
been pleased with the Nobel Prize selection this year.”77

Goudsmit was referring to the Nobel Prize for Physics, which had been awarded to three 
Soviet scientists for the discovery and theorization of the Cherenkov effect. Goudsmit’s 
reference to the Nobel Prize illustrates the centrality of science, understood as universal, 
to his friendly correspondence with Emel’ianov. In September 1959, Lunik 2, the first 
spacecraft to hit the moon, inspired another letter. Sent to Emel’ianov’s office at the 
United Nations building in New York, it was marked by an enormous optimism about 
the power of cultural and scientific exchange, which would bring the main antagonists of 
the Cold War closer together. In it, Goudsmit expressed his admiration for the success 
of the Lunik 2 mission: “The moon shot is a beautiful achievement of engineering. I 
hope that it also will yield scientific data and that we shall soon hear about those, too.”78 
Acknowledging the effort to achieve détente through cultural exchange, most notably 
reflected that year in an American exhibition in Moscow and a corresponding Soviet ex-
hibition in New York, Goudsmit expressed his hope that “your [Emel’ianov’s] mission 
here will turn out to the benefit of all and will result in closer and less formal relations 
between scientists.”79 Here, the well-informed Goudsmit was referring to meetings to 
be held in the framework of Khrushchev’s famous visit to the United States, the So-
viet party having arrived the day before, on 15 September 1959. In Washington D. C., 
Emel’ianov discussed future cooperation and knowledge-exchange in the field of atomic 
energy. Among other things, an exchange of visits was planned that would see John A. 
McCone (1902–1991), chairman of the US Atomic Energy Commission’s (AEC), trav-
el to the USSR, and Emel’ianov to the United States,80 each showing the other round 
non-military nuclear facilities and reactors.81 Earlier that same year, during Vice Presi-
dent Richard M. Nixon’s (1913–1994) visit in the Soviet Union, Emel’ianov had already 
started talks on the prospects for nuclear knowledge-exchange with Hyman Rickover 
(1900–1986), known in the US as the “Father of the Nuclear Navy”. Meeting McCone 
in Washington, Emel’ianov expressed his regret that it was Rickover and not McCone 
who had accompanied Nixon to the Soviet Union. Obviously, Emel’ianov preferred to 
negotiate directly with the head of the AEC, and he reasserted his concern to strengthen 

77 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers, Folder 65, Box  9: 
Goudsmit to Emelyanov, November 15th, 1958.

78 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers, Folder 65, Box  9: 
Goudsmit to Emeyanov, September 16th, 1959.

79 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers, Folder 65, Box  9: 
Goudsmit to Emelyanov, 16. September 1959.

80 This meeting between Emel’ianov and McCone was of great interest to the IAEA and by 17 September 
the US Representative in Vienna had already informed the Board of Governors of the success of the dis-
cussions. See: IAEA Archives, Box 33002, GOV/OR. 165: Official Record of the Hundred and Sixty-Fifth 
Meeting of the Board of Governors, 17 September 1959, p. 3.

81 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958–1960, Volume 10, Document 110 (Memorandum of Conversa-
tion).
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ties between Soviet and American atomic scientists.82 Emel’ianov’s talks with McCone 
did indeed lead to the closer relations that Goudsmit had hoped for, and on 24 Novem-
ber, in Washington, the Soviet Union and the United States signed a memorandum of 
cooperation on the exchange of unclassified information in the field of atomic energy.83

The correspondence between Emel’ianov and Goudsmit revolved for the most part 
around important scientific-technological events and achievements, though it also re-
flects moments of political turbulence. In this, it shows how an alternative to the pre-
vailing Western interpretation of events might be offered to peers on the other side of 
the Iron Curtain.

The U-2 incident in May 1960 severely damaged relations between the United States 
and the Soviet Union: a summit meeting that was to have resolved the Berlin Crisis was 
canceled and the conflict over the city further intensified when the new US president, 
John F. Kennedy (1917–1963) signaled that he would not negotiate over the issue. This 
escalating tension between the superpowers was felt in the IAEA as well, notably at a 
meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors in early 1961, where the simmering conflict 
around the introduction of a system of nuclear safeguards came to a head. Emel’ianov 
voiced his government’s main concern, which was that the proposed system, which re-
lied on on-site inspections of nuclear facilities, jeopardized the sovereignty of the Agen-
cy’s member states.84 Allowing IAEA inspectors unhindered access at any time could 
leave them open to industrial or even military espionage.85 The conflict around safe-
guards was taken up by the American press and Emel’ianov himself sometimes made 
the headlines as an example of how the Soviet delegation was seeking to sabotage the 
Agency’s work.86

When Sigvard Eklund (1911–2000) was appointed Director General of the IAEA in 
the summer of the same year, the positions of the Cold War parties became increasingly 
entrenched.87 Back in 1957, the Soviet Union had reluctantly accepted the appointment 
of American politician Sterling Cole (1904–1987) as the Agency’s first Director General. 
In return, the US delegation had informally promised to consider Soviet interests in fu-
ture personnel decisions.88 With Eklund’s appointment, the hoped-for trade-off regard-
ing the Agency’s most prestigious post failed to happen. Prior to his assignment to the 
Agency, the Swedish scientist had worked on his country’s nuclear weapons program 

82 According to Emel’ianov’s memoirs, Rickover behaved offensively and undiplomatically during his visit, 
which may have been another reason to seek direct contact with McCone: Emel’ianov Atom shagaet po 
stranam, pp. 20–24.

83 Memorandum on Atomic Energy Cooperation.
84 Fischer History of the International Atomic Energy Agency, pp. 245–248.
85 Fischer History of the International Atomic Energy Agency, pp. 247–248.
86 Handler U. S. – Soviet Clash Marks Atom Talk, in: New York Times (07.02.1961).
87 For the debate and the election of Sigvard Eklund see: IAEA Archives, Box 33003, GOV/OR. 261: Official 

Record of the Two Hundred and Sixty-First Meeting of the Board of Governors, 22 June 1961, and GOV/
OR., 262: Official Record of the Two Hundred and Sixty-Second Meeting of the Board of Governors, 
22 June 1961.

88 ARAN, f. 1522, op. 1, d. 170 (Spravka o pervoi sessii general’noi konferentsii mezhdunarodnogo agentstva 
po atomnoi energii), l. 7–10.
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and was known to the Soviet representatives as an unappreciative and prying visitor to 
the Obninsk power plant in 1955.89 His election as Director General thus set the scene 
for further confrontation between the IAEA’s most important delegations.90

Not himself a member of the US delegation to the IAEA, Goudsmit was evidently 
disturbed by the discrepancy between his own image of Emel’ianov and the portrait 
drawn by the press in 1961. He contacted him again, no doubt in the hope of gaining a 
more balanced view on the conflict over safeguards: “Occasionally I read about you in 
the newspapers here but do not always understand the statements attributed to you. 
Perhaps we will meet again soon in the near future and then you can explain your views 
to me in person.”91 Emel’ianov answered a month later, making a serious attempt to clari-
fy his own point of view and treating Goudsmit as a friend behind enemy lines:

“My dear friend! […] I must say that a very unfavourable atmosphere had arisen at the Agency’s 
conference in Vienna last September that made it extremely difficult to solve practical problems 
of cooperation and to come to decisions acceptable for all. […] Dr. Eklund did not withdraw 
his candidature despite the advice of many sensible people. Of course the Director General gets 
annually 40.000 dollars. In our perishable world it acts on some people as a boa-constrictor 
on a rabbit. […] [A] very conplicated [sic] situation for cooperation was created in Vienna.”92

This exchange over the end of 1961 and the beginning of 1962 sheds light on the resil-
ience of direct contacts between nuclear scientists. The fact that the stakes at this time 
were extremely high for both sides did not stop the two of them writing to each other 
and even touching on sensitive topics. Addressing the editor of one of the most impor-
tant journals in the field of nuclear physics, Emel’ianov was seeking to explain his posi-
tion on one of the most intransigent conflicts in the early history of the IAEA at one of 
the hottest moments of the Cold War. Mutual understanding and confidence between 
scientists were based on direct contact and so needed to be defended through the same 
channels.

89 ARAN, f. 579, op. 1–1955, d. 19 (Perepiska s uchrezhdeniiami AN SSSR po priezdu v SSSR inostrannykh 
uchenykh na Sessiiu AN SSSR po mirnomu ispol’zovaniiu atomnoi energii), l. 3; Ichikawa Obninsk, 1955, 
p. 37.

90 Eklund’s appointment became the subject of fierce, sometimes polemical discussion at the IAEA’s Board 
of Governors. Emel’ianov accused the “Western powers”, amongst other things, of resorting to dictatorial 
methods, using “the voting machine” to impose their political agenda on all the member states: IAEA Ar-
chives, Box 33003, GOV/OR. 262, pp. 1–16: Official Record of the Two Hundred and Sixty-Second Meet-
ing of the IAEA Board of Governors, held at the Neue Hofburg, Vienna, on Thursday, 22 June 1961; see also 
Fischer History of the International Atomic Energy Agency, pp. 84–85.

91 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers, Folder 65, Box  9: 
Goudsmit to Emelyanov, December 15th, 1961.

92 AIP, Niels Bohr Library & Archives, Digital Collection, Samuel A. Goudsmit papers, Folder 65, Box  9: 
Emelyanov to Goudsmit, January 15th, 1962.
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Prospects: The Third and Fourth Geneva Conferences

The success of the first and second Geneva Conferences and the growing reach and au-
thority of the IAEA led the UN Scientific Advisory Committee (UNSAC) to conclude 
that another major conference on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy was desirable.93 
After the first groundbreaking discoveries were made public in the 1950s, the main prob-
lem of those promoting nuclear energy was to bring the new technology to the industri-
al stage. The third Geneva Conference was thus somewhat narrower in terms of content, 
being confined to papers dealing with nuclear power and closely related topics.94 As a 
member of both the UN’s and the IAEA’s Scientific Advisory Committees Emel’ianov 
was involved in the planning of the conference agenda, successfully arguing that the 
oral presentations should not be limited to science but include important engineering 
papers as well. At a preparatory meeting of UNSAC in Uzbekistan he explained that 
an exclusive focus on science was likely to exclude important engineering papers, such 
as one on the Soviet experience with the icebreaker Lenin.95 Emel’ianov was chosen to 
preside over the conference, which opened on 1 August 1964. In his opening address he 
explained the strong focus on nuclear power and did not forget to mention the Soviet 
Union’s pioneering achievements in nuclear shipbuilding.96 He emphasized the impor-
tance of international collaboration and the role of the IAEA:

“In the light of the magnificent prospects before us in the field of atomic science and of the 
complexity of the problems which that science has to solve, it is essential for scientists to col-
laborate and to unite their forces. […] The International Atomic Energy Agency has begun to 
expand its activities. It has convened a series of important scientific meetings at which many 
atomic problems have been discussed in detail. […] But all the conferences, meetings and sym-
posia held during the past six years cannot replace international conferences convened by the 
United Nations, because the latter provide particularly striking and convincing evidence of the 
importance of diverting atomic energy from the path leading to war into the path of peace and 
progress.”97

The arguments of the doyen of Soviet nuclear internationalism seem not to have changed 
over the nine years since he had first visited Geneva. He still promoted his country’s 
eager ness to collaborate with the international community, renewing his commitment 
to the Agency and to the great conferences geared towards the media.

Seven years later, the next and last of the Geneva Conferences on the Peaceful Uses 
of Atomic Energy was held. By then, Emel’ianov was no longer involved, having retired 

93 See IAEA Archives, Box 33004, GOV/OR. 335: Official Record of the Three Hundred and Thirty-Fifth 
Meeting of the Board of Governors, December 4th, 1963, pp. 5–7.

94 The Third Geneva Conference, in: IAEA Bulletin 6 (4) (1964), p. 3.
95 IAEA Archives, SAC Meetings 12–13, 1964–1965, Box 16917: Provisional Summary Record of the Fifty- 

Ninth Meeting of the United Nations Scientific Advisory Committee, held at the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs of the Uzbek SSR, Tashkent, USSR, on Tuesday, April 21, 1964, pp. 1–13, here p. 12.

96 The Tasks Ahead, in: IAEA Bulletin 6 (4) (1964), p. 5.
97 The Tasks Ahead, in: IAEA Bulletin 6 (4) (1964), p. 7.
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from his posts at the IAEA and on the UN Scientific Advisory Committee in 1965.98 
Already in 1962 he had been replaced as head of GKAE (the former Glavatom) by 
Andranik M. Petrosiants (1906–2005), now one of the Soviet delegates to the Fourth 
Geneva Conference of 1971. While the third conference “marked the beginning of an 
era of economic nuclear power”, the gathering in September 1971 was even more ori-
ented towards practical applications of atomic technology.99 Faced with public skepti-
cism about the economic desirability of nuclear power and still unresolved questions 
about the environmental hazards represented by radioactive waste, some speakers at 
the conference emphatically promoted the benefits of nuclear power. Charged with 
summing-up the conference, the Soviet theoretical physicist and academician Nikolai 
N. Bogoliubov (1909–1992) strongly championed the further development of nuclear 
power production, not forgetting of course to allude to the major Soviet showpieces in 
the field – the Obninsk power plant and the icebreaker Lenin.100

In the sixteen years between the first and last Geneva Conferences the world of nu-
clear science and technology had changed a great deal: particle accelerators had been 
brought into operation at international research centers – institutions that slowly devel-
oped trans-systemic cooperation and even established a traveling fellowship program.101 
Power plant projects based on different types of ever more efficient fission reactors were 
implemented at full scale, while other nuclear dreams, such as power generation from 
controlled nuclear fusion, still remained out of reach. Throughout these sixteen years 
of international exchange and cooperation, the scientists’ self-image as international 
agents of a universal scientific-technological progress was maintained. The need for co-
operation and knowledge-exchange was emphasized in Bogoliubov’s 1971 speech, just as 
it had been in every such address at the three preceding Geneva Conferences.

Face-to-face contacts at gatherings such as the Geneva Conferences and the personal 
correspondence across the Cold War divide that we have seen in the case of Emel’ianov 
and Goudsmit maintained the nuclear spirit of Geneva, the spirit of universal progress 
and cooperation despite ideological conflict that had first been evoked at the Palais des 
Nations in 1955.

Concluding Remarks: Negotiating Loyalties and Boundaries

It was the purpose of this article to outline the process of formation of cross-boundary 
networks in the field of atomic energy. It has shown how Soviet scientists needed to ne-
gotiate boundaries between different reference groups as they sought acknowledgment 
both from an international scientific community striving for the rapid growth of nu-

98 IAEA Archives, Box 16917: Press Release. IAEA’s New Scientific Advisory Committee Holds First Meet-
ing, pp. 1–2.

99 The Fourth Geneva Conference, in: IAEA Bulletin 13 (5) (1971), p. 4.
100 The Fourth Geneva Conference, in: IAEA Bulletin 13 (5) (1971), pp. 7, 18.
101 Lock A History of the Collaboration.
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clear science and technology and from the Party and state authorities who decided on 
resource allocation, travel opportunities etc. This last was decisive for Soviet scientists, 
because the framework for the development of the nuclear science and atomic energy 
lobby development was laid at major international conferences such as the First Geneva 
Conference in 1955.

Wide media coverage and intensive intelligence monitoring brought the proceedings 
in Geneva to a vast audience around the globe. The central message conveyed through 
all channels was the scientists’ agreement among themselves that 1) research on and 
practical exploitation of atomic energy and fission products were generally desirable 
for mankind, and that 2) progress, understood as a linear accumulation of knowledge 
and capabilities, could only be accelerated by intensive cross-boundary cooperation and 
knowledge-exchange. This spirit of mutual understanding and the manifest will to over-
come ideological divides by keeping science clear of politics laid the foundations for 
future international networks. It was because of the scheme of multiple loyalties (to the 
state, the party, the academy, the international scientific community etc.) that contacts 
between East and West were maintained even during Cold War crises, thanks to the 
reference points provided by the spirit of Geneva.

This article has described the 1955 Geneva Conference as a central source of contacts 
across the Cold War divide and sketched some of the distinctive features of Soviet sci-
ence diplomacy in the context of institutionalized contacts around the “benign atom”. 
Once established, these contacts were kept up at moments of political crisis, playing a 
crucial role in maintaining communication and scientific knowledge-exchange. Further-
more, the scientists’ claim to a universal community of scientific practice and discourse 
provided political leaderships with platforms and networks for Track II diplomacy, and 
nuclear internationalism arguably helped to build confidence between the superpowers. 
Following Soviet scientists through the first stages of nuclear internationalism reveals 
that their different loyalties and the boundaries between them needed to be constantly 
negotiated in order to sustain contact, privileges, influence and not least public and gov-
ernmental support for the further nuclear research.
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